
To  Discover, Develop, and Deploy Fruitful leaders to 
accomplish the mission of making disciples of Jesus 

Christ for the transformation of the world.



Radical leaders create radical change.



A Leader is a person through the process of 
social influence can enlist the aid and support of 
others in the accomplishment of a common task.



LEADERS INVOKE CHANGE AND 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE!







“As a leader, the most important earthly relationship you can 
cultivate is your relationship with yourself.”

-Heart of A Leader (Ken Blanchard)





“Leadership is not something you do to people. It is something you do with people.”
-Heart of A Leader

An irony of leadership is that you become a better leader by sharing whatever power 
you have not by saving it all for yourself.



REASONS WHY WE DON’T 
Desire for Job Security – The number one enemy of empowerment is the 
fear of losing what we have. Weak leaders worry that if they help 
subordinates, they themselves will become dispensable. Rather they 
should realize that if the teams they lead always seem to succeed, people 
will figure out that they are leading them well.

Resistance to Change – Most people don’t like change. As a leader, you 
must train yourself to embrace change, to desire it, to make a way for it. 
Effective leaders are not only willing to change; they become change 
agents.

Lack of Self-Worth – Self-conscious people are rarely good leaders. They 
focus on themselves, worrying how they look, what others think, whether 
they are liked. They can’t give power to others because they feel that they 
have no power themselves. The best leaders have a strong self-worth. 
They believe in themselves, their mission and their people.





Predetermine a course of action. 
Lay out your goals. 
Adjust your priorities. 
Notify key people. 

Allow time for acceptance. 
Head into action. 
Expect problems. 
Always point to the successes. 
Daily review your plan. 







1) Truly Value Others – effective leaders go beyond not harming 
others, they intentionally help others. They must value people and 
demonstrate they care in such a way that their followers know it.

2) Make Yourself More Valuable To Others – the more intentionally 
you have been in growing personally, the more you have to offer 
your followers.

3) Know and Relate to What Others Value – this can only come by 
listening to your people’s stories, their hopes and dreams. 
Learn what is valuable to them and then lead based on what 
you’ve learned.

4) Do Things That God Values – God desires us not only to treat 
people with respect, but also to actively reach out to them and 
serve them. 





Followers Are Always Watching What You Do – Just as children watch their 
parents and emulate their behavior, so do those who follow watch their leaders. If 
you are talking negatively, then what do you expect of your followers? Nothing is 
more convincing than living out what you say you believe. 

It’s Easier to Teach What’s Right Than to Do What’s Right – Nothing is more 
convincing than people who give good advice and set a good example.

We Should Work on Changing Ourselves Before Trying to Improve Others –
A great danger to good leadership is the temptation to try to change others 
without first making changes to yourself. To remain a credible leader, you must 
always work first, hardest and longest on changing yourself; this is essential. If 
we work on improving ourselves our primary mission, then others are more likely 
to follow.

The Most Valuable Gift a Leader Can Give Is Being a Good Example – More 
than anything else, people want leaders whose beliefs and actions line up. 
Leadership is more caught than taught. How does one “catch” leadership? By 
watching good leaders in action. 





Mission provides purpose –
answering the question, Why?

Vision provides a picture –
answering the question, What?

Strategy provides a plan –
answering the question, How?









Know the Legacy You Want to Leave – most people simply accept their 
lives – they don’t lead them. People need to be proactive about how they 
live, and I believe that is especially true for leaders. Someday people will 
summarize your life in a single sentence. What will it be? 

Live the Legacy You Want to Leave –to have any credibility as a leader, 
you must live what you say you believe. If you want to create a legacy, you 
need to live it first. 

Choose Who Will Carry on Your Legacy – A legacy lives on in people, not 
things. Too often leaders put their energy into organizations, buildings or 
other lifeless objects. But only people live on after we are gone. Everything 
else is temporary. 

Make Sure You Pass the Baton – No matter how well you lead, if you don’t 
make sure you pass the baton, you will not leave the legacy you desire. 


